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Dear PVIMS community,
On behalf of the Board, thank you to every parent, guardian, and staff member for all
you have done to help the children in our care through this year. It is wonderful to see
the year finishing with classrooms full of happy children, after a difficult start with
bushfires followed by months in distance learning. We have seen so much grace and
resilience in our community.
We particularly would like to mention the dedication and professionalism our teaching
and administrative staff demonstrated, beyond all expectation. Our teachers innovated
under extreme time pressures to adapt the Montessori method to distance learning,
breaking new ground for primary-aged Montessori learning.
Our administrative staff quickly adapted to running a school from home, again without
a guidebook. Our Principal, Janis Coffey, has led the school with energy and integrity
and has finished this year with many achievements, despite the extraordinary
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We are proud of the wonderful team we have here at PVIMS.
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Following extensive consultations and response to feedback, the Board approved a
new trading name for the School. In 2021, the School will commence a rebrand and
will be known as:
North Eastern Montessori School
Watch out for the new signs and other evidence of this change. Exciting times are
ahead of us. Our financial position is strong and will improve as the encouraging signs
of enrolment growth are fulfilled.
This term, the Board focused on approving the budget, overseeing the development
of the new business plan, and strategic planning. The School’s leadership team has
also been planning for buildings and cyclic maintenance, and all the compliance
requirements that are needed to be able to run our School.
The new pillars of the 2021 – 2025 Strategic Plan set out the framework for our focus in
the coming years. The Board and the School’s leadership have already actioned a
number of objectives within those pillars this quarter, including:
Children who love to learn
• Facilitation of staff professional development, including Montessori training
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A sustainable future
• A robust budget for 2021
• Adoption of the 2021 – 2025 Strategic Plan
• Draft 5-year 2021 – 2025 Business Plan
• Further work on the school name change and re-brand
A vibrant community
• Formation of a Board Membership Committee to serve the needs of PVIMS members
• Review of the Independent Schools of Victoria LEAD survey results from our
community
Always moving forward
• Completed refurbishment of the new Toddler Community room and playground
• Approval of the transition of the Library into a Creative Technology Lab
We are always interested in feedback on governance of the school, so please contact
us on board@pvims.vic.edu.au if you have any questions.
We hope you have a very-well deserved break over the summer and look forward to
seeing you all in January 2021.
Plenty Valley International Montessori School Board
Neil Champion (Chair), Susan Jansen (Deputy Chair), Amod Joshi (Treasurer), John
Azaris, Justin Garrett, Rebecca Norris, Mun Rosewarne.

